Dear Princess Windsor and the team,
What experience do I receive of Princess Windsor?
Answer: I have receive outstanding consultancy services and guidance of apply for working visa.
Do you got any negative or positive feedback?
Answer: Honestly from start I was bit confuse but that has been resolved; so I don't have any
negative feedback instead positive feedbacks as I am very grateful of this company and the staffs.
Would I recommend Princess Windsor?
Answer: Yes, 100% will recommend Princess Windsor because company itself are honest and
excellent customer services and all staffs are full of knowledge and highly experience.
What message would you tell those people have 2nd thought/not sure of enrolling of Princess
Windsor services?
Answer: My message to anyone out there still having 2nd thought or not sure of enrolling consultancy
services of Princess Windsor it will be; Come on ladies and gentlemen asked yourself; do you want to
achieve your Goals or Dream? If answer: Yes, then best you start making action about it by
subscribing at www.princesswindsor.co.uk
Stop thinking too much and worry about it; you got to do it otherwise you will never go anywhere.
What are you going loss? You don't loss nothing even you don't successful 1st time or 2nd time or 3rd
time applying for visa as you gain knowledge and experiences. Maybe some of you thinking that you
losses money because British Embassy no refund even you don't success of your application but if
you don't apply for it and give up; do you rely think you will know? Answer is no, you will not know if
you success or not and you will remain the same place and same situation as you are now.
It up to you ladies and gentlemen to listen or not but I am sharing this true story and honest feedback
because I have not success applying visa 3rd time but guess what I finally coming to UK on
December 2018 and this all thanks to Princess Windsor as this company and all the staffs will never
give up on you and fact you only pay them once, as long you don't require another new consultancy
services. I pay two of their consultancy services which provide me more information and has help me
to double check my application etc..
Thank you so much again Princess Windsor and all the staffs for not give up on me and keep
inspiring me to keep going and above all thank you for doing extra miles services.
Kind Regards,

Maria D. from Manila Philippines

